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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

The Florence Morning News To Rejuvenate Their DGM 850
Press Drives
Florence, SC – February 2016 – Electronic Design Group Inc. (EDG) is pleased to announce
their recent contract with BH Media-Florence Morning News for the renewal of their two single
wide presses with new drives, masters and touchscreens.
Each press has two 125hp DC drives and motors. EDG is replacing the drives with industry
leading digital DC drives, redundant masters and a touchscreen for each press.
The touchscreen will provide thorough drive status, unit status and logs for any events that stop
the press so there are no “mystery stops”. These diagnostics are more comprehensive with the
breaking out of stops and web breaks for each unit/folder within the scope of the project.
The tachometers on each motor are being replaced with maintenance free encoders.
Tachometers are often a source of pain as they have mechanical moving parts which can cause
intermittent speed issues.
This system comes with full remote support capabilities, a standard feature of all EDG systems.
This provides the Customer essentially an extension to their maintenance department 24/7.
EDG can connect from anywhere at any time to diagnose issues or assist in troubleshooting.
The remote support PC is setup with all programming software, programs and schematics
making it readily accessible to the Customer.

ABOUT EDG - Electronic Design Group is a focused team of experts with over 50 years’ of
Newspaper experience, specializing in automation and drives.
EDG is committed to
collaborating with clients to develop innovative technical solutions for various industrial
applications. More information about EDG is available at www.electronicdesigngroup.ca.
ABOUT NSi – Newspaper Solutions, LLC is headquartered in Dayton, Ohio with a sales team
that covers North America & South America. NSi provides used equipment for newspaper
production operations, press and post press solutions; evaluation of newspaper production
operations with proven cost reduction solutions; and equipment audits and training programs for
both commercial and newspaper operations.

